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Late Hours Shawl by Kristina Vilimaite 

The shawl is a triangle worked from the top down. It is available in three sizes (S, M and L) with 

suggested yarn amounts and measurements in fingering, sport, DK and worsted yarn weight. 

The stitch pattern of the shawl resembles thick candles burning. They go shorter and shorter while 

talking with friends over a glass of wine or a cup of tea. When the hours get late some extra layer in silk 

or soft merino will keep you cozy and warm. If you wear the shawl to the office next morning, the 

pleasant memories of the previous evening will brighten up your sleepy day. 

Sample shawl (for other sizes, yarns, needles and notions check table on page 2) 

Yarn:   366 meters (400 yards) in Sport / 5 ply (12 wpi) weight was used 

for the shawl pictured. It is knit in Barka Pillangó, 100% raw silk 

(150 meters/164 yards, 50 grams/1.76 ounces per skein),  

in Rebarbara colour (3 skeins). 

Needles: 4.5 mm (US 7) circular needles, 80 cm (32”) long. 

Gauge:   16 sts and 25 rows = 10 cm (4”) square in stockinette stitch,  

after blocking. 

Size: Shown in size M. Length across the top edge: 150 cm (59”),  

height along the center stitches: 73 cm (29”). 
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Suggestions for different yarn: Approximate sizes, gauge and material needs 

Each knitter is unique and each yarn behaves differently, so probably no two shawls can be made to 

exactly the same size. However, with a similar gauge you will get a shawl in the magnitude indicated in 

the table.  The gauge in the table is given for 10cm (4") stockinette square after wet blocking. 

Please note that the needle sizes here are suggestions. You may need to go up or down a needle size to 

achieve the recommended gauge, and to get a fabric of pleasing drape with the yarn of your choice. 

Similarly, yarn amounts are approximate – you may use less or more yarn depending on your tension. 

Please also note that S size if knit in sport or DK yarn and M size if knit in fingering is more if a shawlette 

or kerchief, which would stay on ones shoulders only if worn with a pin. It is indicated as “child size” and 

indeed would be a great present for a little one.  

Yarn weight Gauge  Needle size Size Yarn amount Blocked size 

Fingering/4 ply 20 sts  

32 rows 

3.25 mm 

(US 3) 

M (child) 290m (315y) 111cm (44”) x 54cm (21”) 

L 490m (535y) 147cm (58”) x 71cm (28”) 

Sport/5 ply 
18 sts 

28 rows 

3.5 mm 

(US 4) 

S (child) 160m (175y) 92cm (36”) x 43cm (17”) 

M 340m (370y) 133cm (52”)x 65cm (26”) 

L 595m (650y) 174cm (69”)x 87cm (34”) 

DK/8 ply 
16 sts 

25 rows 

4.5 mm  

(US 7) 

S (child) 185m (200y) 104cm (41”) x 48cm (19”) 

M 385m (420y) 150cm (59”)x 73cm (29”) 

L 630m (690y) 196cm (77”)x 98cm (39”) 

Worsted/10 ply 
14 sts 

22 rows 

5.5 mm 

(US 9) 

S 200m (220y) 119cm (47”) x 55cm (22”) 

M 450m (490y) 171cm (67”)x 83cm (33”) 

L 670m (730y) 224cm (88”)x 112cm (44”) 

Notions: 80 cm (32”) or longer circular needles in size to obtain gauge, yarn needle for weaving in the 

ends, blocking pins/wires, 2 or more stitch markers (optional). 

 

  


